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BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF MIDAMERICAN ENERGY COMPANY 

Now Comes, MidAmerican Energy Company (MidAmerican), pursuant to the 

schedule set in the Administrative Law Judge’s (ALJ) Proposed First Notice Order of 

June 7, 2012 (Proposed First Notice), and Section 200.830 of the Rules of Practice of 

the Illinois Commerce Commission (Commission), 83 Ill. Adm. Code § 200.830, submits 

its Brief on Exceptions along with a separately filed Exceptions to the Proposed First 

Notice (MidAmerican Exceptions) that contains proposed revised language in red-lined 

format. 

I. Introduction  
 

The Proposed First Notice is comprised of well-balanced rules and incorporates 

many changes presented by all the parties to this proceeding.  MidAmerican generally 

supports the Proposed First Notice to Part 280, and appreciates the ALJ’s limited 

changes to the rules to strike further compromise and balance in Staff’s proposed rules.   

MidAmerican appreciates that the ALJ recognized that MidAmerican and other 

utilities will need some time to implement certain rules.  The Proposed First Notice 

recognizes these factors, incorporated some changes to reduce additional 

implementation costs, and has allowed utilities up to two years to implement the 

proposed rules.   

While most of the Proposed First Notice has eliminated many concerns raised by 

MidAmerican, MidAmerican takes exception to three areas of the Proposed First Notice.  

Specifically, MidAmerican takes exception to 280.30 d), 280.80 h), and 280.220 i)1).  

MidAmerican’s proposed exceptions present reasonable changes the Commission 

should adopt to allow more cost effective operational changes in order to implement the 
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rules and allow utilities more flexibility to communicate with customers.  The 

MidAmerican Exceptions are designed to accomplish the same objective as the 

proposed rules, but allow MidAmerican to reach the objective of implementing the rules 

in a cost-effective manner.     

II. SUBPART C: DEPOSITS 

Section 280.30 d) Applications –Small Businesses 
 

The Proposed First Notice adds new requirements that were not included in the 

previous rules regarding small business deposit requirements under 220 ILCS 35.  

When the requirements regarding small deposits were enacted, utilities had two 

choices, track small business to comply with the law or treat all non-residential 

customers the same and follow the law for all non-residential customers.  The Proposed 

First Notice allows utilities the flexibility to offer budget billing to all non-residential 

customers, but does not allow the flexibility to allow the same deposit requirements to 

all non-residential customers.  MidAmerican is requesting that the rules allow the 

flexibility to continue to apply the same deposit requirements to all non-residential 

customers without having to track which non-residential customers are small business 

customers.  While MidAmerican argued for the deletion of subsection 280.30 d), 

MidAmerican’s Exceptions allow for a compromise.  The MidAmerican Exceptions allow 

for an exemption from tracking small businesses in subsection 280.30 d)3), if a utility 

extends the same deposit requirements under the Small Business Utility Deposit Relief 

Act to all non-residential customers.  MidAmerican believes this is a reasonable 

approach since the Small Business Utility Deposit Relief Act does not require utilities to 

“track” whether a customer is a “small business.”  Consequently, it is reasonable for the 
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Commission to modify this requirement to allow for an exemption if utilities offer the 

small deposit requirements to all non-residential customers. 

III. SUBPART E: PAYMENT 

Section 280.80 h) – Budget Billing Plan  
 

GCI proposed language to Section 280.80 h) that requires utilities to review the 

budget billing payment plan on a quarterly basis, and the Proposed First Notice adopted 

these changes.  GCI 5.0 at 79; Proposed First Notice at 138.  While MidAmerican does 

not object to reviewing budget billing quarterly and semi-annually, the proposed rules 

preclude a customer from opting for an annual review.   

As Staff stated in its testimony, its proposed language “will result in periodic adjustments 

any time the budget billing plan for a specific customer is moving out of line with expectations, 

thus lessening the impact of reconciliation true up.”  Staff Ex. 2.0 at 50, Lines 1145-1147; see 

also Staff Ex. 1.0 Attachment A at 25.  MidAmerican currently offers all customers review 

options on a quarterly and semi-annual basis.  MidAmerican also offers annual reviews to 

eligible customers based on several criteria, including but not limited to, length of service, a 

consistent history of actual meter readings, and a good payment history.  These review options 

are offered so customers can select a plan that works best for them in planning their finances 

throughout the year.  A customer can also request a review at any time and adjust their budget 

billing amount accordingly.  MidAmerican Ex. 2.0 at 24, lines 525-534.  The adoption of GCI’s 

proposed language prohibits a customer from choosing an annual review.  Staff’s proposed 

rules are reasonable and allow utilities the flexibility to manage Budget Billing Plans based on 

individual customer circumstances.   

While MidAmerican agrees that Staff’s proposed language fails to define when or how a 

large discrepancy would trigger a reconciliation, the proposed rules in Attachment A also fail to 
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define what triggers a reconciliation. Subsection 280.80 g) of the proposed rules sets forth the 

requirement for periodic adjustments if a budget payment plan will not be successful at its 

current level.  A required review in the 4th or 7th month of budget billing is arbitrary and does not 

allow a customer the flexibility of an annual review. The best solution is to adopt Staff’s 

proposed rules and allow the customer to choose the terms and explain how much is too large 

of an over payment or underpayment so that the utility can monitor the budget billing for each 

individual customer. 

Accordingly, it is reasonable for the Commission to adopt Staff’s proposed language and 

reject the modifications proposed by GCI. 

III. SUBPART M: COMPLAINT PROCEDURES 

Section 280.220 Utility Complaint Process  
 
 Section 280.220 sets forth the general steps that a utility should follow when it 

receives a customer complaint.  MidAmerican generally agrees with the rules set forth in 

the Proposed First Notice with the exception of Section 280.220 i)1). 

 Section 280.220 i)1) requires a utility representative to advise the customer that if 

they do not accept the resolution, they have the right to escalate the complaint to 

supervisory personnel for further review and response.  This requirement also is 

prescriptive and micromanages utilities’ operations.  MidAmerican agrees with Nicor 

that this requirement undermines the utility representative’s ability to resolve an issue.  

See Nicor Ex. 2.0 at 6, lines 128-132.  Moreover, as Nicor pointed out, this requirement 

may have the unintended consequence of increasing the number of customers seeking 

an escalation of the matter and will ultimately frustrate the customer when they receive 

the same response from the supervisor.  Id. at 6-7, lines 132-135.  Nicor also noted, “it 

is unreasonable to require a company to incur expenses to revise its processes and 
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systems as well as increase staffing to meet these proposals.” See Nicor Ex. 2.0 at 7, 

Lines 140-143.  Based on the foregoing, it is reasonable for the Commission’s final rules 

to omit Subsection i)1) in its final rules, as outlined in the attached MidAmerican 

Exceptions. 

IV. Conclusion 
 

WHEREFORE, MidAmerican Energy Company respectfully requests the 

Proposed First Notice Order be revised in accordance with the arguments and revisions 

discussed herein and as outlined in the attached MidAmerican Exceptions. 

 

DATED this 29th day of June, 2012. 

 
      Respectfully submitted, 
 
      MIDAMERICAN ENERGY COMPANY 
 
 
      By  /s/ Jennifer S. Moore  
       One of its attorneys 
 
 
Jennifer S. Moore 
Senior Attorney 
MidAmerican Energy Company 
106 East Second Street 
P.O. Box 4350 
Davenport, Iowa 52808 
Telephone:  563-333-8006 
Facsimile:   563-333-8021 
E-mail:  jsmoore@midamerican.com   
 
 


